We investigate the onset of convection for chemical-wave propagation in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction based on the two-variable Oregonator model coupled with the fluid dynamic equations. For chemical waves in a vertical slab, two-dimensional convection occurs only for slab widths greater than a critical threshold width. The convective threshold is different for ascending and descending waves. Convectionless waves are flat and propagate with constant speed. Above the onset of convection, the wave velocity increases and the flat wave deforms due to two counterrotating steady rolls. For a horizontal slab, convection is always present and the wave velocity increases with increasing slab width. Our results are compared with experiments. PACS number(s): 47.20.Bp, 47.70.Fw, 82.20.Mj 
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, chemical oscillations and pattern formation in nonequilibrium chemical systems have been interesting and fruitful research areas [1] . Many phenomena, such as reaction-front propagation, target patterns, spiral waves, and periodic wave trains, can be described by reaction-diffusion mechanisms.
Nevertheless, as most experiments are performed in aqueous solutions, convection can play a role in these processes since different chemical compositions induce density gradients [2] . Experiments by McManus et al. and Masere et al. [3] in the iodate-arsenous acid system have shown that upward propagating fronts are curved and their velocities are enhanced for large tube diameters ( ) 1. 1 mm), while for small tube diameters ( (0.94 mm) and downward propagating waves, the front is Aat and propagates with constant speed independent of the tube diameter [2, 3] . For tube diameters up to 1.6 mm, they observed nonaxisymmetric curved wave fronts. If the diameter exceeded 2.3 mm, a completely axisymmetric wave front was observed. For the strongly exothermic iron (II) -nitric acid system, Epstein and co-workers [4] observed that the speed of the front was sensitive to the width of the tube and to the orientation with respect to gravity. Ascending fronts propagate faster than pure reaction-diffusion fronts and descending fronts propagate with velocities up to 80 times the velocity of pure reaction-diffusion fronts. Nagypal, Bazsa, and Epstein [5] have shown that the front speed in the chlorite-thiosulfate reaction depends on the direction of propagation with respect to the gravitational field. A series of delicate experiments in petri dishes by Miike and co-workers [6] has established that convective rolls are associated with chemical waves in the BelousovZhabotinsky (BZ) reaction. They also observed oscillatory hydrodynamic Aow and periodic deformation of wave fronts induced by spiral wave propagation [6] . A recent experiment by Menzinger et al. [7] in a vertical tube has further demonstrated the onset of convection and the oc- Chemical waves may induce a density gradient within the wave profile either by changes in chemical composition or by changes in temperature owing to reaction exothermicity [2] . According to the estimate of Pojman and Epstein [2] , the BZ reaction is not highly exothermic; its small increase in temperature across the front is only about 0. 1 'C. In fact, since the typical thermal diffusivities (=10 cm /s) are about 100 times greater than typical molecular diffusivities (=10 cm /s), any thermal gradient can be rapidly smoothed out by thermal diffusion, leaving the density gradient practically the same as the purely compositional density gradient at the higher temperature of the reacted Quid. Previous calculations on the iodate-arsenous acid reaction have justified this argument [8] . Therefore, in this paper, we consider only the density gradient induced by changes in chemical composition. Even though a complete description of the experiments in cylinders and petri dishes requires the use of three-dimensional geometry, we will confine our attention to the simpler two-dimensional slab geometry. The problem in the cylinder is much more complicated because of its three-dimensional nature and the singularity at the origin in cylindrical coordinates. Our previous calculations for the iodate-arsenous acid reaction in a twodimensional slab [9] predicted a critical width for the onset of convection that agrees with experiments in a cylinder. The experimental measurements in petri dishes using two-dimensional spectrophotometery [6] [10] . Under this scaling, those constants are f = 3, E =0. 01, q = 2 X 10, and D =1 [11] [2] indicates that the reacting fiuid should be heavier than the remaining fiuid (P(0). We will first study the case where the reacting fluid is lighter (P & 0), and later the opposite case (P (0). 
Here, po is the density of the bulk fiuid, and P"and P, are the coefficients of linear expansion due to the compositional change of u and v. Pojman and Epstein [2] about the relative importance of P"and P", we here assume that the density only depends on u for this first calculation [12] . This simplification will still show the effects of a pulselike density profile. As u's profile is much more confined than U's profile, we can use smaller spatial domain and reduce our computational time. In this case, Eq. (7) (14) Equations (10), (11), (12) , and (13) 
III. NUMERICAL METHOD
The system of Eqs. (10), (11) , (12) , and (13) Above the onset of convection, the chemical-wave velocity increases almost linearly with the slab width (Fig. 4) .
To understand the form of the wave front and the direction of the rolls, we refer to the eikonal relation for curved chemical-wave propagation C = Co -D~, where C is the normal velocity of a curved chemical wave, Co is the wave velocity of a Aat front, D is the molecular diffusivity, and~is the curvature of the front. This relation, an asymptotic form of the reaction-diffusion equations for wave propagations, has been successfully applied to spiral waves in the BZ reaction [10] as well as to convective chemical waves in the iodate-arsenous acid systems [8, 14] . In our case (Fig. 3) [4] . So far, the only experiment report on BZ waves in vertical tubes did not measure the dependence of the wave velocity on the tube di-ameter [7] , making it impossible to compare with our results. Their large tube size (4.3 mm) renders their systems far above the onset of convection and may account for their observation of turbulence instead of steady convective propagation [7] .
It may be worthwhile to mention an interesting phenomenon observed in our simulations near the critical width. As we increase the slab width through the critical greatly deformed, the pulse will still travel with the reaction-difusion speed. In this case, we cannot determine the presence of convection by observing the change in the chemical-wave speed. This is similar to the case of the iron-nitric acid reaction, where although convection is observed visually, the convection front travels only slightly faster than the reaction-diffusion front [4] . Even if we increase the slab width to place the system further above the onset of convection, we still observe a single convective roll. But if we tilt the slab slightly (see below), we observe two counter-rotating rolls similar to those in the ascending waves. These results show that the critical point for the onset of convection is dependent on the density gradients as well as the absolute density change. The ascending and descending waves have the same absolute density change but quite different density gradient, leading to different critical widths.
C. Horizontal and tilted slabs
For a horizontal slab, convection always exists because of the existence of the horizontal density gradient [18] . For a small slab width of 0.06 mm, we still observe a steady nonzero velocity field, even though the effect of convection on the chemical-wave speed is negligible.
Similar to upward propagation, we observe two counterrotating rolls traveling with the chemical waves [ Fig.  7(a) ]. The chemical-wave speed increases monotonically with the slab width as shown in Fig. 8 [5] for fronts in the chlorite-thiosulfate reaction and has also been reported in the numerical simulations in the iodate-arsenous acid reaction [9] . A qualitative explanation has been proposed [5] . appears as it does in wider tubes. However, the tilted walls inhibit motion in the vertical direction, effectively slowing the front speed. The competition between these effects provides an angle for maximum speed away from the vertica, l and horizontal directions.
D. Heavier reacting fluid (P & 0)
Up to now, our discussion has been restricted to p & 0.
lf p&0 in Eq. (8) , the reacting fiuid will be heavier than the remaining Auid and the tail will be unstable instead of the front for ascending waves. In fact, the system behavior of Eqs. (10) - (13) We can apply the same argument to the horizontal slab. The mirror image of Fig. 7(a) is Fig. 7(b) but with the gravity directing upward. As reversing the sign of both P and g simultaneously will not change the system behavior, the system with P & 0 should, and does, have a solution as in Fig. 7(b) . If P)0, we observe the wave form as in Fig. 7(a) . If @&0, we obtain the wave form as in Fig. 7(b) Fig. 7(a) . In fact, they draw a graph almost identical to Fig. 7 (b) in their papers [6] . [13] .
Our results can be further verified by doing the experiment in a petri dish for the Mn +-catalyzed BZ reaction. We predict that the wave front as in Fig. 7(a) should be observed instead of that in Fig. 7(b) . 
